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against the ruling clique and the rhino-skinned
bureaucracy is welcome anywhere, any time, but the outcome of the movement depends on the motives, defined or not, of those who wage it. In a
capitalist society, the aims emerge in clear light because the classes areor were ?-more
or less well defined.
Confusion arises when we face the
phenomenon
in a socialist country, whose leaders, Christlike, proclaim a
State of the whole people.
When Khrushchev tried to debunk Stalin in his
pot-bellied way, many, though shocked beyond words, thought that a new
pattern might after all emerge in the socialist camp, marked by unrelenting
self-criticism, a renewed sense of mission and what not, and that the Soviet
Man, altogether a new species in his approach to affairs at home and
abroad, was two streets away.
But the result turned out to be different.
Since 1956 the Russian economy has been consumption-oriented,
which
means more comfortable living for ruling politicians, managers, technocrats,
some poets and ballerinas, and-what
is not so welcome--demands
for similar bliss from workers and peasants eager to have a bigger finger in the
pie ; and, not unrelated to the new design for living, peaceful co-existence
and even collaboration with the most murderous Power today has blackened
Russain foreign policy.
The revolutionary
elan, for which the oppressed
once looked to Moscow, has disappeared, while semi-bourgeois; even semidictatorial governments in the Third World are getting chummier with the
Kremlin, for reasons not difficult to understand.
Khrushchev, or the stratum he represented, let loose forces which have
softened up the socialist world.
And it is a curious fact that aid, military
or economic, by a softened-up socialist Power goes down the drain, whether
in Egypt, Indonesia or India, weakening the militant movements in these
countries.
After this digression, let it be stated at the outset that until a clearer
picture emerges, outsiders' should have nothing against the students or others
in Warsaw and Prague who have come out on the street to do something
to fight an ossified leadership.
In Moscow in 1956 it was a faction of the
ruling clique which started destalinization
in a dubious way.
There was
no movement from below, no open debate.
Though the trends in Warsaw
and Prague are different, one thing, however, is significant: the same people
who cried themselves hoarse in denouncing the Red Guards in China when
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and the involvement of the judiciary
is neither legal nor juridical; it is
they began to lambast the party leaders political; and politics in these two has helped neither politics nor justice.
and functionaries are now waiting States, but not there alone, have des- 'There had been, earlier, some questions about Speakers' rulings clogging
with bated:breath for the total success cended to a level which sim~ eannot
of the 'liberals' in Poland and Czecho- sustain parliamentary democracy as it the wheels of democracy. The judislovakia. Do they take it for granted: is understood in older countries by ciary's verdict will probably be treatthat the future in Eastern Europe will which some still insist on swearing ed with 1:\ little more respect. But how
long?
Legislatupes laying down the
be freshened by the West Wind?
with scant recognition of realities law for everyone else must lfind a way
U.S. officials are already talking of nearer home. The chant for recalling
better relations with Prague, and ele- the Assembly is getting a little tire- of devising their own laws, laws acceptments there have shown du~ deference some; and invocation of Article this able to the ruling party as well as
to the Stars and Stripes. Anyone who or that in support of what the Gover- those in the Opposition.
has been to the socialist segment in nor has done in accordance with or
The New Killers
Eastern Europe must have been without advice from the outgoing or
struck by the curiosity about and the incoming Chief Minister is beginning
The resolution, adopted by the
admiration there for the Americans. to bore a little. Comparisons between
Poor Lenin I When he urged the folks gubernatorial or Central hp.haviour in United Nations Conference on Human
to learn from American production West. Bengal, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rights at Teheran last week, calling
methods, he never dreamt that things Rajasthan, Punjab and Haryana does for a ban on biological and certain
chemical means of warfare may have
would come to such a jazz.
not make more sense either because no effect on those who have been usEven if some of the restless students
the circumstances and motivations are ing or are planning to use these new
in Poland and Czechoslovakia are not different.
The one constant complistriving for sdfish ends, for bigger cating factor remains that much has killers, but the countries sponsoring
the resolution did well to remind the
crumbs from the technocratic-manageto bend in favour of what suits the world of horrors which are no longer
rial table, the chances of shrewder Congress party at a particular point of
forces coming to the fore cannot be time in a particular State. It will be an academic possibility. The resoluruled out. Since Eastern Europe has simpleminded to attribute the lack of tion specifically condemned the use of
had no cultural revolution , no cease- a consistent policy on States without napalm, whose massive manufacture
less shake-up of the superstructure by Congress majorities to the built-in in- in the USA and indiscriminate use
mass agitation, the danger of a throw- competence of the Congress. There are against the !people of Vietnam were
back is not unreal. But perhaps the other organic features in the Congress recently discussed in an article in this
Russians should not be, would not be, which defy correction by political journal. There is no dearth of propaganda material circulating in this
as panicky as they were, for valid
plastic surgery.
country,
and in many other IPllrtsof the
reasons, over Hungary in 1956. The
If the future of parliamentary de- world, about the Vietcong's terrorist
Russians have mellowed; they have
mocracy in Punjab is in jeopardy, the acts. Information on how the Ameridrawn much closer to the good Amefault may be less of the system than cans and their freedom-loving agents
ricans, menaced as both are by the
of the men distorting it for reasons in Vie~nam tortul'e, maim and kill
evil Chinese. What matters if Ameriwhich hardly need to be spelt out. men, women and children is seldom
can and Soviet cultural values begin
Those who swear by democracy are allowed to spread.
It is not ~mly
to co-exist openly and peacefully in
not necessarily the staunchest adhe- selected individuals who are made to
Eastern EurOJPe? The recent czech.
rents of it. Perhaps the contrary. suffer thus; special chemicals have
films of sex and crime were an eyeDemocracy is expendable, for them, been used on a mass scale to destroy
opener.
if it does not serve their particular crops or-as in the case of napalmpurposes. Expansion of ministries is to inflict torture, mutiliation or partiFive Muddy Rivers
rarely the dictate of the needs of the cularly painful death .on people whom
administration; in Punjab, but not in the Americans have failed to "pacify"
It is not at all easy to say what is
Punjab alone, resort to this political by other means. Yet little feeling has
happening in what remains of the
manoeuvre has been threatened or been aroused in this gJ1eat, peaceland of five rivers, Punjab. In Haradopted, in total disregard of the pub- loving country of ours over this aspect
yana a mid-term poll started on
lic interest. Neither Punjab nor Har- of the Vietnam war. There is no reaSunday morning; the results, which
yana can produce a viable government son why the Americans or the
need not be all that startling, will hilVe
until the Congress, still in power in Western news media should be anxibeen known by the time we are in
Delhi,' makes up its mind about what ous to tell us anything about it; our
print. About the contretemps in Punis permissible and what is not when own Government, too, probably wants
jab the Supreme Court may also have
a particular government gains or to spare us such unpleasant details.
pronounced by then. Neither perhaps
loses its majority through means un- A number of books on Vietnam are
makes much difference to the public's
connected with democratic propriety. said to have been prohibited entry injudgment on the two messes created
New Delhi has condoned too much ;
by the five rivers. The basic question
MAY 18, 1968
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to this country; perhaps the authori- near a biological warfare research
ties did not want us to be corrupted station in the USA was the act of no
by subversive Communist literature. forger, and not many will believe
Even the works of some independent that the higher incidence of epidemic
Western authors seem strangely diffi- diseases in Vietnam is due, as the
cult to obtain in this country. How Americans claim, to the decomposing
many Indians, for example, have had bodies of dead Vietcong.
a chance to see Felix Greene's inexpensive Penguin special which records, not only in words but also in
A Man's World
unforgettable photographs, some of
the things that have happened in VietA correspondent writes:
.•..nam?
I
Once in a while a disturbing detail
Recently in Aadhra, we-yes, you
or two breaks through this curtain of and I-set on fire a Harijan boy. Last
ignorance, but hasty deniahl follow week in a village near Vijayawada,
and are easily publicized. Not many we~yes, you and I-burnt
to death
then care to probe further. Take the more than sixty people in a marriage
case of U.S. preparations for biologi- pandal.
Most of the dead were
cal warfare. Some time ago, a letter women and children. All the men but
which purported to have emanated one, it appears, managed to get away
from the U.S. Navy Department de- through the only exit available in
nied rumours that the Americans had the pandal. The guiding principle
stored biological weapons in Thailand apparently was: "Women and childand Vietnam in an incompetent man- ren last".
ner and this had led to the outbreak
It is not fair to criticise anybody
of various epidemic diseases, including trying to stay alive. Faced with death,
bubonic plague. The denial itself con- most of us behave alike-rather
like
stituted confirmation that the USA animals. We are not strangers to
had inducted such weapons into the suttee. But the bride and the bridearea. This was reported in a few groom escaped, one by accidental
newspapers including The Times, absence and the other through manly
London, but the Americans described mobility. Chivalry, thy name is man.
the letter as a forgery. Predictably, Did the only man who died in the
the acts of the alleged forger be- fire try to save a woman or a child?
came a subject of greater concern Perish the thought. But the dying
than had been caused by what he had women must have derived some comsuggested. Less than a fortnight ago, fort from the thought that they had
that is more than a month after the votes. The children might not know
publicG).tionof the original l1eport and it, but they too would have got votes
the American discovery of a forgery, if only they could stay aliVe for a
the Sunday Times published an article
few more years. Final1y, there is the
giving horrifying details of American
incontrovertible fact that the Prime
biological warfare preparations and
Minister
of the country is a woman,
referring spedfically to what had been
and
she
once
led a vanara sena, an
revealed by the letter purportedly
army
composed
of children. Theirs is
issued by the U.S. Navy Department.
the
future.
Jam
tomorrow but never
That the letter had been described as
jam
today.
Give
Mrs Gandhi a
forgery was completely ignored in the
article. Even if the American claim chance, make-do with fire and its
that it was a forgery was unknown to hungry. lovely, consuming flames.
the author of the article, it could not More than sixty people burnt alive
have been to the Sunday Times which iust like that. Wel1, hardly anybody's
belongs to the same newspaper group fault. There was not enough water
as The Times. Probably there will for the 'fire brigade, you see. In any
be a new explanation now, but it will event, there are sixty fewer to feed
convince still fewer people. In any with the food we have not got. Decase, the death of hundreds of ~heep velopment marches on I
\
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Another Desai Plan
A correspondent writes:
Mr Morarji Desai will be remembered as the negative man. In his political
career he has attel1l/Ptedto negate either this or that, but has negated only
himself in the process. He tried to
negate the federal structure of India
by merging Maharashtra and Gujrat
into one State and, as a result had to
quit from the Bombay scene. He
·wanted to negate the greed for gold
and the purchasing power of the common man by introducing his Gold
Control and Compulsory Deposit
Schemes and this resulted in his tem1P0rary elimination from the Union
Cabinet.
Mr Desai now wants to negate corruption in the lower formations of the
Central Excise Department and lessen
its admi.nistrative burden by introducing a system of self-assessment by
manufacturers in respect of 61 excisable commodities out of a total of 74
listed in the Central excise tariff. The
scheme envisages, as Mr Desai explained in Parliament in his budget speech and afterwards, comlPlete
.withdrawal of the direct and physical
control
so
long
exercised
by
the Central excise officers over the
units manufacturing exciseable commodities. The revenue implication
of the scheme is that, of the total estimated revenue receipts of about
Rs. 1,200 crares under the Central
excise head (about one-third of the
total Union revenue receipts), the responsibility of collecting more than
Rs. 700 crares has been shifted to the
assessees, while the Government will
directly control the collection of a
little over Rs. 450 crares only.
Critics of the Finance Bill will at
once recall the sorry state of affairs
prevailing in the Income-Tax Department which is operating on a more or
less an·aJogous system. Apart from
the extent of tax evasions, pointed out
by eX:]Jerts on direct taxes, accumulation of arrears in the Income-Tax
Department has assumed a staggering
dimension. One may also point out
that elimination of physical control and
the concurrent introduction of the
3
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self-assessment system are untenable appears to have joined in the unholy passed without any deliberations on
in the sphere of indirect commodity competition of retrenching the so-cal- the feasibility of the proposed scheme.
taxation; even right-thinking bourgeois led surplus staff either in the adminis- Parliamentary democracy in India
economists would not endorse the tration or in the public sector under- seems to have turned into a meaningjpolicy.
takings; !perhaps the ulterior motive less ritual and the democratic opposiIn view of the general recession is to finance the private sector out of tion, which could not lower the price
and with the ending of the era of the the money saved through retrench- of the postcard even by a single ,paisa,
Keynesian romance of full employ- ment.
can hardly justify its existence. The
ment within the framework of capiAdvocates of Indian democracy Opposition in Parliament would do
talist economy, unsubstantiated charg- would perhaps be surprised by the well to understand the fact that
es of corruption in the lower forma- unsuSipecting silence of the democratic withdrawal of State control over intions and a pious desire to streamline opposition and the post-haste manner direct commodity taxation will be a
the administrative burden in the in which the Finance Bill has been blow to the Indian economy. .
Central Excise Department can hardly
be valid grounds for the withdrawal
of !physical control and the introducView from Delhi
tion of self-assessment in the field of
indirect commodity taxation. Since
corruption has been institutionalised in
all strata of society and the cost of
collection in the Central Excise DeFROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT
partment has remained constantly at
the level of one percent, a close analysis of the scheme will confirm that
F Mrs Indira Gandhi's far eastern through the same set of compulsions
the Government's real intention is to
farlough beginning next week is the United States policy was going ,.
provide free play to Indian big an innocuous safari, it should be un- through a decade back. India has
business to spin more prdlit or at exceptionable. But the timing of been raising the China bogey at home
least maintain the present level of pro- her visit to Australia suggests things and abroad and in the bargain has
fit~ constantly threatened by the ever- disquieting, for she might not have been wresting aid from the two super
deepening recession. With the shrin- quite realised that India is' being Powers. When Pakistan was getting
kage of the internal market, Indian drawn into the vortex of the old game U.S. military aid: allegedly to contain
monopoly feels it imperative to have of containing China. A country with China, India had genuine fears that
greater concentration and to eliminate no particular aims and full of self-pity some day Pakistan would pose a milithe small cOlTIjpetitorsfrom the eco- at being the most kicked about one tary challenge to India. Indian fears
nomic field. Freedom from adminis- can be made to walk into any booby proved correct in 1965. In all fairtrative rigours will certainly bring big trap. Mrs Gandhi has begun to be,- ness, Pakistan's fears about massive
relief to big business and help it to lieve that everyone of her purposeless, Soviet arms aid to India should be
pursue its own course of action.
long-drawn trips abroad is a kind of conceded as genuine, if unfounded.
Nobody would perhaps take serious- a one-woman diplomatic offensive,
When 'the Government's attention
ly Mr Desai's assurance of absorbing but her foreign policy is out of align- was drawn in Parliament last week
most or all of the Central excise ment with reality. No country has so to The Times report on the Jammu
employees who would become sUl1plus many hostile neighbours and so few an'd Kashmir Liberation Front which
owing to the introduction of the friends. They _used to say in New is collecting arms for a guerilla war
scheme or his loud protestations about Delhi that India has only cease-fire to free Kashmir, Mr Chavan brushed
con'fiscating the delinquent factories lines all round and no borders. Now it aside with the bright observation
in case they try to evade the excise they say the Katchchathivu island, that the Government knew of it beduties. Nothing has been done in the uninhabited and disputed, is the best fore the report appeared in London
administered part of India.
and that Pakistan had been giving varipast to bring to book the erring busiN e;w Delhi has been going about ous names from time to time to the:
nessmen who thrived on black money
the Kashmir issue with no sense of forces of subversion it had been pmand unbriddled profiteering and hoarurgency. Again it is the non-policy moting. But what Mr Chavan seems
ding. The record of the Central Gov- because no one knows how they go
to have missed is the fa,\t that the
ernment shows how helpless it is to about it. When Premier Kosygin met
underground leader of the front identimeet the challenge of big business and the Pakistani Press last month, he was fied under the pseudonym "Rafique"
if there was any contradiction between pointedly asked if Soviet military aid by The Times correspondent does not
the two in the !past, it has already to India would not be used. Mr want to bring Pakistan into the picture.
been resolved in the face of the com- Kosygin had no answer. The Soviet The ,PakisV<m'Government was out'
ing crisis. The Central Government foreign policy seems to be going to. nab him in Lahore because it

Kashmir : The Developing Parallel
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dreads another Indo-Pakista~ flareup. Any offensive this underground
movement might launch would have
its reaction in India in the form of
communal riots this time and J ana
Sanghi pressure on the Government
( to hit back at Pakistan. By all reports
~ the arms for this movement are not
from Pakistan.
Nor are they from
China. They come from some other
place and the movement as such does
not look to Pakistan for help. When
Sheikh Abdallah ominously hints at
violence, the temptation would be to
connect this movement with the Sheikh. Here again one might be wrong.
What makes a Kashmir solution
complicated is the dangerous parallel
developing in the two countries.
Pakistan has its own counterpart of
our Jana Sangh-in the fast-growing
Jamait-ul-Islam. Just as an entire
generation of youth in the Indo-Gangetic iPlain has been brought up in
• an atmosphere of hatred for Pakistan,
the new generation in Pakistan has
only hatred for India. President Ayub
Khan is under communal pressure just
as Mrs Gandhi is. Both the countries
are for arms. The economies of both
the countries have undergone wonky
distortions under the weight of the
military burden.
Militant Hindu
communalism's offensive in India be"- gan with the Indo-Pakistan war, though
during the war itself, the country was
free from communal riots. It certainly should not add to Mrs Gandhi's joy
to tell herself that there have been
more communal riots since Dr Zakir
Hussain became President than during the tenure of his two predecessors
taken together.
New Delhi's self-righteousness on
Kashmir must have exasperated the
Soviet Union. The Indian big bourgeoisie would welcome an Indo-Pakistani confederation if only to secure
a wider market for Indian industrial
output but it would like a permanent
state of tension with China because
war is big business. The big bourgeoisie wants a permanent enemy in
China, and Hindu communalism of
. the Hindi heartland and Punjab
wants a permanent state of war with
Pakistan. In the aggregate it is a continuing state of tension on the borders
MAY 18, 1968

making for arbitrary
solution
of
domestic political problems, both in
Pakistan and India. The Soviet Union's
stake in the sub-continent would
ordain against any insurgency in the
region and it would not be surprising
if the J ana Sangh and the Right Communists share the same view here. If
Pakistan raises the Indian bogey to
solve problems arbitrarily at home,
India has a couple of bogeys and is
therefore in a more advantageous position. There could be no military
solution to the Kashmir issue or the
Sino-Indian border issue, yet all the
attempts have been in the direction
of military solution by the two countries.

World Bank has not many good words
to say about India's performance or
aid utilisation. India's poor record is
used as a pressure point but in the
caSe of Pakistan, the performance
being better, the pressure can be exerted under something else. The
World Bank's report on aid to Pakistan this year is faVOUrable to Pakistan, in contrast to the report on India.
~akistan will continue to get massive
consortium aid because the member
countries are greatly impressed by the
breakthrough
in wheat production
which is expected to reach the targets.
Pakistan is able to sustain a growth
rate of seven to nine per cent, compared to India's miserable performance. ~ven Ceylon would q,ualify for
Asians Against Asians
substantial World Bank aid. NeverThe logic of the long-buried Dulle- theless Pakistan will come under
sian policy of .setting up Asians against Western pressure over the Peshawar
Asians seems to be working itself out. communications base, the ten-year
fhe .United States was guilty of start- agreement on which expires in 1969.
ing an arms race on the sub-continent.
When Mr Kosygin went to RawalThe Soviet Union has started another pindi, the negotiations on the renewal
race now. India is a pawn. in the of the agreement had just begun and
super Powers.' game aga~st Chir~a. the issue provided President Ayub
This is how non-alignment under- :Khan a good lever to force a slowgoes a qualitatiVe change to degenerate
down of Soviet arms aid to India.
into dual ·satellitism. .Both the super But if Pakistan had any intention of
Powers know that India cannot sur- getting the base wound up in 1969,
vive without aid. One kind of depen- the World Bank is already mounting
dence is being replaced by another. The pressure for renewal of the agreement.
Soviet Union diverted a steel plant Soviet aid, however massive, cannot
earmarked for Rumania to Bokaro Ifill Pakistan's current needs and the
because it became a matter of pres- World Bank is certain to extract a
tige, just as the Aswan Dam project political price for aid.
had to be aided after the United States
had cold-shouldered President Nasser.
Neo-colonialism has acquired a meacontact
sure of sophistication and it can pass. For FRONTIER
for altruistic socialist aid.
AJOY PAL
In the past, the United States gave
massive economic aid to India and mi- Students' Corner, I.I.T.
litary aid to Pakistan. Now the Soviet
Union is giving massive military aid to
P.O. Kharagpur Technology,
India and economic aid to Pakistan
though Pakistan has to look to the Kharagpur, West Bengal
West still for development aid. The
familiar Indian argument was that
U.S. military aid helped Pakistan to
is available from
divert its own resources to develop- FRONTIER
ment and yet it had achieved little S. P. CHATTERJEE
compared to our performance. This Steel Market
is one of the bigger myths. Every
rupee received as aid has been better Statesma)1 Office .
utilised by Pakistan and Ceylon. The Durgapur-4
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against a stand-in for LBJ.
Four directions. He's sealing delegate votes
- -\- -' years earlier, in the Presidential elec- on the quiet as Kennedy suns- himself
tion, John F. Kennedy could win only in the warmth of popular exposure.
A CBS survey shows that in pronine out of 92 counties and lost to
bable delegate' support Hubert HumRichard Nixon by 222,762 votes.
Kennedy was aware of the tricky phrey is far ahead of Robert Kennedy.
ROBl CHAKRAVORTl
composition of the constituency. On CJ?S survey gave Humphrey 1,127
the one hand, he had to have Negro votes but said this was not a forecast
Ndowntown Indianapolis? a. mov~evotes; on the other hand, he was of the first ballot since some of the
house which shares a buildmg With
afraid of the white backlash.
So, votes may be tied to favourite sons.
the Kennedy headquarters was showKennedy played the deft game of a The TV network said that, in contrast,
ing "Gone with the Wind" during the
middle-of-the roader. He toned down only 681 delegate votes were estimatprimary, election. Many supporters of
his liberalism aiming to alleviate the ed to be going the Kennedy way.
Governor Branigin who challenged
Another survey conducted by the
suspicion that he seems to have geneKennedy as a stand-in for Hubert
rated among conservative sections of Christian Science Monitor shows that
Humphrey saw significance for the
white America. He advocated a 70 percent of the key Democrats acKennedy campaign in the title of the
:partnership between the private sector ross the nation expressed a preference
movie.
and the Government for an anti-po- for Humphrey. Only 20 percent of
The party organization in Indiana,
verty programme. He harked back these leaders said they were supportthe smear campaign and the controllon his role as the Attorney-,General ing Senator Kennedy.
ed news coverage in the State's bigBoth Kennedy and Humphrey are
and pumped hard for the theme of
gest newspaper Indianapolis
Star
law and order. He had] enough assur- aware of each other's strengths and
could not blow Robert Kennedy out
ance of Negro support-he could cash weaknesses. Humphrey knows that
of the race for Presidency: But, the
in on his role in enforcing school de- he is strong in the South and among
Kennedy victory in Indiana does not
segregation law in the South as the the party bosses and also among a
mean either that a wind of change in
vast section of organized labour. KenAttorney General in his brother's
his favour has started blowing.
Administration-and
so, he struck nedy knows that he is popular among
True, Kennedy's victory in Indiana
out for the votes that 'threatened to the masses. Humphrey, thus, wants
has been quite impressive, not so
bolt to his conservative opponent, to avoid primary contests. In fact, he
much because of the margin which
Governor Branigin. His lib~ral image hinted that primaries are wastage of
many commentators thought was inmay have been tarnished in some eyes, money and energy. Kennedy know~
significant, but because the victory
but his image as a winner was more that he is strong at the grassroots, and
was won against tremendous odds.
that is why he challenged Humphrey
The Democratic Party machinery was important to maintain.
The question now is : where does to face a popularity contest in a telearraigned against him. A smear cam- RFK go from here?
What are his vision interview after the Indiana pripaign was mounted against him calling
prospects for winning the party nomi- mary.
him a millionaire's son who is out to
Kennedy, obviously, consider~ Mcnation after the Indiana primary?
buy votes. In a shameful display of
He's not gone with the wind, as Brani- Carthy as an indirect threat. He has
poor journalistic ethics, the leading
gin supporters had wished. But is he shrewdly figured out that if McCarthy
newspaper of the state, Indianapolis
riding the wind to victory at the con- drops out of the race, which he may
Star systematically blacked out or unas Humphrey increases his strength,
vention floor in Chicago ?
derplayed Kennedy's campaign and
his supporters will turn their votes
;played up his opponent's. In Indianaover to the Vice-President. That this
Strategy
polis, Kennedy was even denied a per- RFK's
RFK's strategy is based on primary assessment of the McCarthy phenomemit to address the crowd which had victories precisely because this is the non is correct is obvious from a recent
gathered to hear him. No wonder, only route open to him. With John- Gallup poll ifinding which showed that
Kennedy's friends in the Democratic
llon's departure and negotiations in in case of a McCarthy drop-out the
Party had advised him not to run for Paris starting, two convenient targets chief beneficiary would be the fellow
Furthermore,
as the
the Indiana primary.
have been removed. Meanwhile, Hum- Minnesotan.
Kennedy's victory was remarkable
newspaper
columnist
Joseph
Harsch
phrey,' obviously with LBJ's blessings,
also on another count. Indiana is a is moving behind the scenes, garnering has noted, while Senator McCarthy
conservative State with concentra- delegate votes through confabulations has become an outspoken critic of
tions of Negro populations in two with .state party bosses. Humphrey Senator Kennedy, he is being ultra
urban areas, Indianapolis and Gary. also knows that the South distrusts careful to e~press only respect and
Gary recently elected a Negro Mayor, Kennedy for his past role as the Attor- friendship towards Vice - President
but this fact alone could not alter the ney General, and it is significa~t that Humphrey. Much of McCarthy's glabasic conservative image of the State his preliminary forays as a, Presidential mour as a lonely knight fighting
which gave one-third of the votes to
candidate have been in the Southern against the devil of the LIH-HHH AdGeorge Wallace in the 1964 primary
MAY 18, 1968
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ministration may wear out as the election campaign progresses.
This is one of the reasons perhaps
why RFK does not want to expose
himself to a television debate with
McCarthy alone prematurely.
In
course of a TV interview with the
CBS, this question was raised, and
RFK replied that he would like to
have a TV debate if Humphrey also
participated.
The implication was
clear.
Kennedy does not consider
McCarthy as a threat. He is not interested in shadow-boxing; he wants
to 'fight with the substance which is
Hubert Humphrey's candidacy, which
is looming large.
Surprising, though, it may seem,
Kennedy's strategy paraIleIls RockefeIler's. Both are fighting the threatened capture of delegate votes by
their party rivals. Polls show that
Nixon has locked away a great number of party votes, just as there are
indications that Humphrey has done
the same thing. Although the situation is still fluid, both Nixon and Humphrey have done the same thing. Although the situation is still fluid, both
Nixon and Humphrey have an edge, at
this moment, in influence over party
bosses and possibly, party delegate
votes. In any case, both Kennedy
and RockefeIler recognise this as a
threat.
The only way they can meet this
threat is to appeal to the party rank
and file and uncommitted delegations
and give them the message that they
are the candidates who can win. Kennedy hopes to do this by showing impressive victories in primaries so that
a ground-swell is created which the
party bosses and rank and file cannot
ignore. Rockefeller is trying 1.0 00
the same thing. For both, this is the
only route to success. Th;ough convincing the party rank and file they
want to sway the delegate votes at the
!party convention.
I'
As Keneedy said, it is a long time
between now and August. Both long
and tough-both for him and RockefeIler.
. I
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Genocide
JEAN-PAUL

SARTRE

The International Tribunal against
War Crimes met at Roski~de, Den-'
mark from November 28 to De.. cember 1, 1967. Replying to the
sixth question, "Is the U.S. Government guilty of the crime of
genocide on the ViE!tnamese people?" the Tribunal unanimously
said 'yes'. Jean-Paul Sartre was
entrusted by the Tribunal with
the drawing up of the reasons behind this reply. 'fhis is what he
writes.·

is not very
THEold.wordThe'genocide'
Jurist Lemkin coined
the word during the inter-war period.
But the thing is as old as humanity.
Till now there has never been a
society which was spared this crime.
Every genocide is a ip'foouct of history
and it bears the stamp of the totality
from which it springs. What we have
to judge are the actions of the grea~est
capitalist Power in the conteffilPOrary
world. They are so varied as to require a special effort to know them.
To put it differently, they show at a
time the economic i'nfrastructure of
this Power, its political objectives and
the contradictions of the present conjuncture.
Particularly we have to try to understand what are the intentions
for
iZenocide in the war that the American
Government is conducting against
Vietnam. Article 2 of the Convention of 1948 in fact defines genocide from intention. The Convention tacitly drew upon memories that
are still fresh. Hitler had proclaimed,
his deliberate desire to CKterminate
the Jews. He turned genocide into a
political rrteans and did not hide it.
The Jew, wherever he came from,
shouldi be [put to death not for carrying weapons or joining the resistance
but simply for being a Jew. But the
~ Translated
from the original
French by C. Prasad: and reprinted by
the courtesy of the editors of Les
Temps M,odernes, Paris.

American Government has refrained
from making so clear a, pronouncement. It even' pretends tnat it flew to
the rescue of its South Vietnamese allies, attacked by Communists from the
north. After We know the facts is
it possible for us to discover objectively the real intention Ipassed over in
silence?
And after this investigation can we say that the U.S. army
kills the Vietnamese fur the simple
reason that they are Vietnamese?
This cannot be established until we
have a brief historical account. The
structure of war changes with the basis
of society. Between 1860 and our time
military objective and direction have
undergone profound change and precisely the culmination of this metamorphosis is the 'exemplary' war the
United States is ,fighting in Vietnam.
1856: Convention for iPreserving the
well-being of the neutrals; 1864: effort
to protect the wounded at Geneva;
1899, 1907: two conferences at the
Hague to try to regulate war. It
is not by accident that the jurists and
governments have increased contacts
to "humanise the war" after: the end
of the two most dreadful massacr~s
man has ever known. In his book On
Military Convention
V. Dedijer has
clearly shown that capitalist societies
have all along been producing this
monster: total war which expresses
their true nature.
1 . Competition between industrialized nations in grabbing new markets
produces permanent hostility which is
expressed in the theory and practice
of what is called 'bourgeois national-'
ism'.
2. The development of industry
which is at the root of this antagonism
'gives the means of resolving them to
the benefit of one of the rivals by
manu ft'ac unng weap on s that are more
and more massively murderous. As
a result of this evolution discrimination between the rear and the front,
between the civil population and the
combatants becomes almost impossible.
3. More so as the factories, near
the cities, appear to b~ new military
targets, Even when they do I10t work
for the army they conserve, at least
7
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partially, the economic potenial of the
country.
Now, the destruction of
this potential is exactly the aim of the
canflict and the means of winning it.
4. For this reason everybody is
mobilized. The peasants fight at the
front, the worker is a soldier of the
second line, the peasant women replace their men on the field. In a
total effort that a natian devotes
against another, the worker tends to
become a combatant. For, ultimately,
it is the economically strongest power
that has the greatest chance of winning.
5. Finally, the demacratic development of bourgeois countries has the
effect of making the mass interested
in political life. They do nat control
the power-decision and yet slowly
they themselves develop conscience.
When a conflict breaks out they do
not any longer feel themselves strangers. After being distorted by propaganda the conflict becomes a matter
.of moral determination of the entire
community. In every belligerent nation
all, or nearly all, after manipulation,
are the enemies of all the citizens of
the other. The war ends up in becoming total.
6. The same societies undergoing
uninterrupted technological development do not cease to enlarge the area
of their competition by increasing the
means of communication. The famous
'One world' of the Americans already
existed at the end of the 19th century
when Argentine wheat ended up by
ruining the farmers of England. Total
. war is not any more a war of all members of a national community against
those of the other ... It is total also
because it involves the risk of setting
the entire country in flames.
Thus the war of nations (bourgeois)
-of which the War of 1914 is the
first example, but which had menaced
Europe since 1900-is not the invention of one man or one government
but is the simple necessity of a total
effort forced, since the beginning of
this century, on those who want to
continue politics by other means. In
other words, the option is clear: no
war at all or war .of this sort. That
is what our fathers have done. And
as the governments,. which saw it coming, lacked dIe intelligence or courage

le!;s massacre. These massacres have
the character of genocide: it is a mattr:r of annihilation of a part of the
community (ethnic, national or religious) for terrorising the rest and
destroying the indigenous society. In
the last century the French, after
having spilled blood in Algeria, imposed their Code Civil on the tribal society. In a society where every community
was in undivided possession of land
Code Civil intraduced laws of bourgeois prOlPerty and forced them to
share their heritage The French systematically destroyed the econamic
infrastructure of the cauntry and the
land quickly passed from the hands of
tribal peasants inta those .of the merchants .of the colonial cauntry. Calanisatian is not simply a canquest-like
the German annexation .of AlsaceLorraine in 1870. It is by necessity
a cultural
genocide. Calonisation
cannat be dane without systematically
liquidating the peculiar traits of the
II
indigenaus society and ,denying them
the
right ta integrate with the calanial
Yet, since 1830 and during the '
cauntry
and benefit from its advanwhole last century there had been
tages.
The
colony sells raw mate-.
many instances of genocide outside
rial
and
elementary
commodities to
Europe. Some of them were the expression of the authoritarian political the calanising country at a low
structure and others originated from Iprice. The latter in turn sells to the
the internal structure of capitalist de- farmer industrial praducts at warldmocracy. The latter type of examples market prices. This strange exchange
are necessary to understand the as- system can be established .only by
cendancy of U.S. imperialism and the exacting labaur from the colanial subVietnam war. Gf(~at Powers, parti- proletariat at a subsistence wage. It
cularly England and France, built necessarily fallaws that the colonised
colonial empires in order ta export people lose their natianal persanality,
merchandise and capital. The name by their culture, their custams, some~
which the French designated their 'con- times even their language and live in
misery as shadows which incessantly
quest' - overseas possession-clearly
indicates that they could be secured remind one of their state of 'subonly by war of aggression.
Their ad- humanity'.
Yet the value of their labour, almast
versaries were in Asia, Africa and the
unpaid,
pratected them fram genacide
underdeveloped
region. Far
from
waging a' 'total war' which presup- to same extent. The Nuremberg
posed certain reciprocity at the begin- Tribunal was beginning when the
ning they profited from an absolute French, far exaITIiPle,were massacring
superiority of weapons in eI1l\P'loying seventy thausand Algerians at Setif.
Thaugh the thing was sa current noin the war only an expeditionary
corps. The regular army, if there was bady at that time thought .of trying
any, was easily defeated by them. our gavernment like the Nazis. But
But as their aggression without any this 'international destructian .of a part
pretext \P1'ovoked the hatred of the of the natianal group' could not be
civil populalon as well as the rebels expanded withaut hurting the interest
and soldiers the colonial troops sup- .of the colonists. In exterminating
pressed them by tertor, that is relent- this sub-proletariat they might ruin

ta avoid it, they tried in vain to
humanise it.
Yet in World War I genocidal int~ntion appe~red only sporadically.
As in the preceding century, the question at lfirst was of destroying the military power of a country even if the
ultimate aim was to ruin its economy.
But if it is true that the civilians cannot be clearly distinguished from the
soldiers, even for this reason-excejJt a few terroristic raids, populations have rarely been made a specific
target. Besides, the belligerent countries-at least those who conduct the
war-are
industrial Powers. It implies a certain equilibrium at the beginning.Faced
with possible extermination every one possesses a power of
dissuasion, that is, the cap'acity of retaliation. It eXiplainshow some sort of
prudence has been preserved amidst
massacre.
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themselves. It is for this failure to
liquidate the Algerian population as
well as to integrate them that the
French lost the Algerian war.
III
These remarks he~p us to understand
that after World War II the structure
of the colonial war has changed. In
fact it was in this epoch that the colonized people, enlightened by this contlict and its impact on the 'empires'
and then by the victory of Mao Tsetung, became determined to regain
their national independence. The
character of the struggle had been
traced in advance: the colonists had
the superiority of arms and the colonized that of number. Even in Algeria, which was a colony for settling
metropolitan people as well as a
colony for exploitation, the ratio of
the French and Algerian population
was I to 9. During the two orld
wars many of the colonized people had
taken to the military profession and
had become hardened 'fighters. The
scarcity and \poverty of weapons always, at least at the beginning, forced
them to limit the number of combat
units. Their action was also dictated
by tlle objective condition: terrorism,
ambush, harassment of the enemy and
then extreme mobility of the groups
which could strike all of a sudden
and disappear immediately. It was
not possible without the concurrence
of the entire POlpulation. From this
came the famous cooperation between
the mass of the people and the forces of
liberation: the latter organizing everywhere agrarian reform, political power
and education,
the former sustaining, nourishing, hiding the liberation army and supplying them with
young men to replenish their losses.
It is not. by accident that veople's war
came into being with its principle,
strategy, tactics and theories at a moment when the industrial Powers carried total war to its extreme by the
indllstrial production of the fission
of atom. Neither will it be an accident if it results in the ruin of colonialism.
The contradictions which
brought about the victory of the Algerian NLF can be found in this epoch
MAY 18, 1968

has been customarily called neo-colonialism because it seems to be an
aggression against a forfperly cUlvllized country which had just won its
independence for subjugating it again
under colonial rule. Right from the
beginning it is seen that the new leaders of the State do not represent the
interest of the masses but those of a
narrow privileged stratum ,and consequently those of foreign capital. In
Vietnam alPpeared Diem, imposed, upheld and armed by the United States,
and' made the pronounced decision
of rejecting the Geneva agreement and
erecting an independent state in the
territory south of the 17th Parallel.
Several things naturally followed from
these premises: there should be an
army and police to chase the old
fighters who, frustrated of their victory, place themselves at the head of
the effective resistance as the enemy
of the new regime. In short, it is a
reign of terror that provokes a new
oprising and kindles the flames of
people's war. Did the U.S. ever think
that Diem had crushed the revolt in
the bud? In any case, they did not
hesitate to send experts and then
troops who are now at the head of
the war. Although the American
Government declared at the beginning
that it sent its troops only out of generosity and to fulfill its duties to the
ally nearly all the features of Ho Chi
Minh's war against France can be seen
here. That is only' the appearance.
But to take a closer look these two
successive conflicts are different in
nature. The U.S. as contrasted with
the French has no economic interest
in Vietnam. Or rather a few private
enterprises which have made some
investment. But they are not so big
as, the situation requiring, they could
IV
not be sacrificed without disturbing
Now there are cases where genoci- either the whole American nat~on or
dal response to people's war is not truly injuring the monOjpolies. Since
retrieved by contradictions of infras- the U.S. Government'does not carryon
tructure. Total genocide then reveals ~his war for .dir~ct economic reasonsf1
itself as the absolute foundation of It has no obJectlOn to the ending of
anti-guerilla strategy. And in certain the war by an extreme strategy, thaV
circumstances it may even seem to be is by genocide. Of course it is not
sufficient to \prove that it plans so bdt
the goal to be attained-immediately
or slowly. This is exactly what is it shows that nothing impedes it froin
\
seen in the Vietnam war. Imperia- planning so.
In fact, the war, according to th\
lism at this new stage of development

almost everywhere. In fact peoIPle's
war sounds the death-knell of the
c-onventional war (which the hydrogen
bomb does at present).
A colonial
army cannot do anything against the
partisans sustained by the entire population. It has no means of escaping
the .demoralising harassment and the
fate of Dien Bien Phu without the
"destruction of the bowl of water" i.e.
the civil population. In fact the stubborn and silent peasants who know
nothing and have seen nothing a kilometre away from the scene of ambush,
are soon regarded by the colonial
army as their most formidable enemy.
And since it is unity of all the people
that causes the failure of the conventional army, the only anti-guerilla strategy that will pay is the destruction of
the people, that is civilian women and
children.
Torture and genocidethese are the colonial response to the
uprising of the colonised. And we
know· that unless it is total and radical
this response is worth nothing. This
determined, politicalised, fierce population, un~fied by the partisan army
cannot be any longer intimidated as
in the good old days' of colonialism
by an "exemplary" massacre. On the
contrary it will increase their hatr"ct.
Thus it is no more a question of intimidation but of physical liquidation
of a people. And, as it is not
possible without destroying at the
same blow the colonial economy, the
colonists go mad, get tired of the war
which swallows up men and money
without any solution; the people of the
colonial country end up by Ojpposing
the continuation of this barbarous war;
sovereign States take the place of the
colonies.
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Americans themsel~es, has two objectives.
V~ry recently Rusk declared: we ate defendiing ourselves.
It is no longer Diem, the ally in danger, nor Ky who has been generously
helped; it is the United States which
is in danger in Saigon. It obviously.
imlPEes that their first aim is military:
it is a question of encircling Communist China, a major obstacle to their
expansion. Then they are not ready
to lose South-east Asia. They have
put their men in power in Thailand;
they control two-thirds of Laos and
threaten to invade Cambodia. But these
conquests will be of no avail'if they
are faced with a liberated and united
Vietnam of thirty-one million people.
That is why the military chiefs readily
&peak of 'key position'. That is why
Dean Rusk says with an involuntary
comic air that the U.S. fights in Vietnam "to avoid the Third World War".
Either this phrase has no meaning or
one must understand it as for "winning it". In short, the 'first objective is
dictated by the necessity of establishing a line of defence in the Pacific.
A necessiy which, however, only becomes imperative in the framework
of the general policy of imperialism.
The second objective is economic.
'Towards the end of October last
General Westmoreland defined it in
these terms: "We are waging war in
Vietnam to demonstrate that guerilla
war does not pay". To demonstrate
to wl1om? To the Vietnamese themselves? That would be very strange:
should they Sipend so much men and
money to convince a nation of poor
peasants 'fighting thousands. of kilometres away from San Francisco?
And above all what was tee necessity
of attacking and provoking them to
struggle to be able then to crush them
and demonstrate the uselessness of
For FRONTIER
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their fight when the interest of the big
tt
u.s. companies in Vietnam was neglia ell a. lary
gible? The statement of Westmoreland, like that of Rusk cited above,
GYAN KAPUR
has to be completed. It is to others
that they want to !prove that the guedDESPITE
the serious movements
la war is not p~ing-to
all the exof Government workers, kisans
ploited 'and oppressed peOiples who and others, a silly season for demonsmight try to liberate themselves from trations seems to have started in
the yankee yoke by a people's war Calcutta. Perhaps the heat and humiled at first against their present gov- dity have got something to do with it.
ernment and the compradors bolster- One such was the protest against obed up by national armies and then scene literature which an assortment
against the 'Special Forces' of the U.S. of Calcutta worthies felt obliged to
and 'finally against the G.I.s. At the stage to safeguard the morals of the
outset to demonstrate it to Latin citizens. Going through the list of
America, and in a more general way important people who are said to have
to the whole of the Third World; to signed the memorandum presented to
Guevara who said, "there should be the Home Secretary, I was not very
many more Vietnams", the US govqn..-much--.surprised to see the name of oUF
ment rejpEes, "they will be all crushed Mayor, Mr Govinda Dey. Obviously
as we are doing it here !"/in other indecent morals stink. But what of
words their war 'above;all
has an the piles of rotting garba.ge? Pure
exemplary value. An example for thinking and dirty living, it seems, are
the three continents and possibly for going to be our lot. Drastic action has
four. After all Greece is a peasant been promised against the offending
nation. Dictatorship has been insti- publishers and pretty soon our police
tuted there; it will be well to forewarn will appwpriate to themselves the role
the Greeks _ submission or total of dictating how much sex is good for
liquidation. This exemplary genocide us. It is quite on the cards that the
is meant for the entire humanity. It police will collect a sizable amount of
is through this caution that 670 of pornographic literature and pictures
mankind, wants to succeed in control- and according to their traditions, there
ling the remaining 9470 without much is no reason why these should not be
expense. Of course it would be pre- ' shown to the public, juveniles excludfer able for the sake of propaganda to ed!
have the Vietnamese surrender before
At the other end of the spectrum is
being annihilated. Still the situation the 'gherao' of the Calcutta University
will be clearer if Vietnam were scrat- Vice-Chancellor, Dr Satyen Sen, by
ched out of the map; one might think some students, demanding postponethat the submission was due to some ment of the B.A. and B.Sc. Part I exavoidable mistakes. But if the pea- aminations.
I may be accused of
sants do not weaken for a moment cynicis.m but it does appear to me that
and if their heroism is matched by these students could not possibly have
inevitable death the guerilla to be born been serious. The postponement wantwill be more certainly discouraged. ed by them was very short and could
At this stage of our proof three facts have no effect on the results. Morehave been established. What the over, Calcutta University being a
U.S. Government wants is a base and 'symbol of the bourgeois educational
a lesson. To attain the first objective system" the students wanted to blow
it can with no more difficulty than ui> the University. If their 'gherao'
the resistance of the Vietnamese is to be taken seriously, a very sad
themselves, liquidate all }the people conclusion is inescapable. In spite of
and establish Pax Americana on a all their talk, if they are so much condesert Vietnam. To attain the second, cerned about their results in examinathey should bring about, at least parti- tions of such a University, obviously
ally, this extermination.
they have lost none of their bourgeois
(To be concluded)
illusions. In fact since few of the other
MAY 18, 1968
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students chose to worry themselves
about postponement, it would seem
that they themselves put too much
imp(')rtance on these examination~
which most students have now come to
regard as a necessary evil. The large
majority of students know, passing an
examination in itself leads nowhere;
but not passing it they cannot even
join the Great Job Hunt.
'f.
'f.
A West Bengal Commission is reported to have found 277 gazetted
officers alone guilty of corrupt practices. Among these are said to be 2 IPs,
6 IPSs, and 4 senior ICS officers aI.ld
as result of all this, 10 big business
houses are sUPiPosed to have been
blacklisted. So far, however, there
seems to have been no further
action in consonance
with the
Governor, Sri Dharma Vira's advice
to the police to arrest blackmarketeers and such like and not worry
too much about the niceties of
the law. I do not know what is the
total number of gazetted officers in
West Bengal but taking one gazetted
officer for roughly 100 Government
employees, we get the figure of
2,500. It would also be very reasonable to take it that for everyone officer who is greasing his palm and gets
caught, there are nine who have cover, ed up their tracks. Granting these
premises and by the !process of simple
arithmetic, we get the 'figure 2493 and
the conclusion that the honest and incorrupt gazetted officer is a statistical oddity which also coincides
with the impression people have of
Government officers.
To come to the point, all this excitement about corruption in government machinery seems highly misplaced, particularly among leftist legislators and leaders. In the parlia~entary game, it may . occasionally be
worthwhile to discomfit the Government in power by raising questions of
corruiPtion. But it can work both ways,
since with the changed situation today's accusers may get on to the seat
of power through the parliamentary
process tomorrow. But my objection
to this over-emphasis on corruption is
not on the grounds of expediency.
First things should come first. It is
MAY 18, 1968

indeed a matter of mystery to me how
legislators who swear by Marx and the
whole galaxy of his disciples, can get
worked up over any and every issue
but never to the same extent on matters of life and death to workers.
To return to the subject of corru!ption, it seems to have become a way
of life with us. In a country where
ordinary people while negotiating marriages speak of 'extra' income meaning
graft, for leftists to get worked up
over corruption in high places is all
wrong. A little spadework at the
grass roots is indicated
and would
go a long way to root out the evil in
the long run.
To take an allied subject, the evils
of dowry, not far removed from corruption. It might be supposed that this is a
vice which at least young men in the
leftist camp are free from. But from
personal experience I have known
three young men who extracted the
maximum dowry po~sible at the time
of their marriage and all three consider themselves shining lights of the
left. If they could sell themselves
to the highest bidder in the most vital
matter of their lives, how long will
it be before the prospect of a better
job or a promotion will quench their
tfire?
Corruption has always been there
and human nature remaining what it
is will continue to be there. The cruci~l point is whether it is increasing
or decreasing. The task of changing
human nature is not easy, as experience in the socialist countries has
shown; otherwise the cultural revolution would not have been necessary
in China. But a beginning has to be
made right now, at least with those
who come forward to do their part
in bringing about the revolution. To
put off everything till the time when
the form of Government
changes
means that the very tools for this
change cannot be forged.
#{.

#{.

The entire !population of West
Bengal was turned into a race of criminals, according to the reported observation of Mr Surajit Lahiri, former Chief
Justice of Calcutta lIigh Court and
Chairman of the dissolved Commission
set up to enquire into the food move--

ment in 1966. While there are so'me
excellent facts in the report, ,the observations and conclusions do appear to be
conditioned by the legalistic approach
of the ex-Chief Justice.
When a few break a law and thelarge majority abide by it or feel it
necessary, these few can be termed criminals.
When a whole people feel
compelled to break a law they cannot
be called criminals. On the other hand,
it is the rulers who try to impose such
laws that should be called criminals.
However, though Mr Lahiri was' sagacious enough to note that the gap between the rulers and the ruled harl
widened indefinitely, leading 'to the.
verge of civil war' he is not prepared
to imput:: motives to the then rulers,
whereas the plain fact which should
have been obvious is that all the measures taken in the name of food policy
were clearly aimed to line the pockets
of certain classes at the expense of the
poorer sections of society.
The overall food de,ficit, says Mr
Lahiri, was not nearly so serious as was
made out. Granting this to be correct, it is difficult to accept that the
comments to make on the cost of
judgment and not calculated to jack
up prices. Mr Lahiri had also scathing
comments to make on the cost of
cordoning, Rs. 80,00,000 during one
year, wondering if he were not living
in the land of the lotus eaters.
But the charm of the lotus eaters is
all-pervading. While money is scarce
for sinking deep tubewells, which
would help increase production of
rice, even now Rs. 25,000 per day
which works out to more than Rs 80
lakhs per year, is being spent. Officialdom forgets nothing and learns
quickly when it wants to learn.
Criminals, real criminals, not common people forced to break foolish laws
just to exist, are on the increase. Only
recently a band of 300 smugglers
fought a duel with the police and it
was not the only incident of the kind.
Mr Lahiri's nightmare of a race of
criminals may yet trim out t6 be true
in parts and a sad day it will be,
thanks to the Congress and 'likeminded iP,arties' and their playing politics with the people's food.
II

On Factions And
:Defections
S. N.

MISHRA

HEDONIST
to the bones in our
daily life, we Indians still have
a terrible capacity for making ethical
~peals, though often enough our
calculations leave no trace of scruples.
This duality of standards helps in
what economists and mathematicians
call game situations, but not all social
problems can be solved as though they
were games. When it is realised that
sometimes, and certainly during critical times, the solution lies in stopping
the game altogether or beginning it
de novo, duality of standards becomes
lP,ainful. This realization, however,
is far away from us.
Meanwhile, duality continues to pay
off with regard to our present political
problems. FQr instance, the attitude
of Ipolitical parties to the phenomenon
of defecti1()fis. While defections are
manipulated and manoevred in capital
towns, almost all political parties
simultaneously condemn it from joint
1P,latforms. There is nothing to chose
between Left and Right here. We
saw indeed the height recently. The
Home Minister, Mr Chavan, briefed
the representatives of political parties
of all hues in the 'Committee On Defections' which, with his 70-000 wbrd
working paPer (!) on the subject in
hand, seriously deliberated on how to
check defections. If the parties of the
opposition are serious about the work
of the committee, we may infer that
they anticipate defections from their
own ranks and want to prevent it by
legal and constitutional means. If, however, they are not serious, they are
misguiding the public by pretending
that defections' are bad,. In either
case the unethical nature of defections
is not questioned in the formal attitude
of political lP,arties generally.
History throws up specific times
and circumstances in which defections
are valid with reference to social progress. We are living in such times
and circumstances. Many laugh at
the significant fact that it is possible
12

today for a legislator to defect five
times from one or the other lP'arty. In
a serious view this fact is symptomatic
of two important developments. First,
parliamentary
democracy
in this
country has become highly price-conscious. Not only votes but seats too
carry a IPdce with them. Secondly,
ideological distinctions between parties,
among which defections are rampant
are artificial. No matter what their
programmes say, the high frequency
of defections this way and that proves
the similar, make-up of the !parties.
What is the good of defections, it may
be asked, in this case? To be sure,
the price bidding that goes on with these
defections will eliminate in due course
the smaller fry, leaving only one or two
parties which can peg the price high,
More siIDlP1Y,defections in this case,
would facilitate the emergence of
strong political parties of capitalism.
In contrast, un i-directional defections must invariably possess an ideological content. Their mGnetary payoff is comlP,aratively little. These can
occur only among parties with real
ideological distinctions; in other words,
among parties which provide real alternatives. Defections of this kind
straightaway lead to !political polarisation. The .central ranges of the
political spectrum thereby disintegrate and the Left and the Right move
farther from each other. With reference to social progress, the polarisation effect of such defections is essentially good.
Defections of the latter type pressume the existence of factions and the
arrival of a point in social development when it is no longer possible for
a given faction to continue in its parent
political party. We are now faced
with the question: under what conditions factions come to be formed in
a party and get perpetuated?
Any
party which represents a multiplicity
of economic interests has in it conditions of faction formation. Such a
party represents broadly similar but
essentially dissimilar interests. As the
conflict .of interests sharpens defections
become inevitable. The larger the
number of economic interests it represents, the larger the number of
factions which get formed in it, and it

becomes the victim of the largest
number of eventual defections. Consider the history of the Congress party.
Parliamentary Democracy

While the genesis of factions is to
be sought in the coalition of essentially dissimilar economic interests in a
party and low levels of conflict of
interests, parliamentary
democracy
reinforces the lP'rocess of formation of
factions and their perpetuation. Since
it fosters factions and prevents their
resolution into defecions, it, by impli- <1
cation, works against political polarisation. Let us see how. It is the rule
of working the rule of maximum votes
arid maximum seats which drives a
party, willy nilly, into a coalition-type
party of essentially dissimilar economic
interests. Unless the lP,arty'scoverage of
economic interests is large, the condition for its success, namely maximum
votes and maximum seats, remains unfuHilled. This very condition, on the
other hand, works for faction formation ~
and its perpetuation. In consequence it,
works as a positive hindrance to the
formation of parties with unitary or
near-unitary economic interests and,
therefore, of any radical, not to say
revolutionary, programme of social
transformation.
In this light, it is not
an accident that in India today most
of the political parties, whether on the
Left or Right, are coalition-type part- ,.
ies. To wit, when there is general
mourning about defections, you can
be sure that coalition-type parties are
the rule and radicalism is at general
discount. Once in the orbit of parliamentary functioning, a party's strongest desire is to. live on the calculus of
votes and seats. In short, it tends to
become reformist.
The heartening fact, however, is
that the parliamentary frame is not
supreme in determining the shape of
the political map. As the economic
basis of society develops, as the conflict of interests alongside sharpens, it
produces strong motives for the transformation of the coalition-type parties
into unitary or near-unitary type
parties through the medium of factions
and defections. Any legal, constitutional bar to defections is bound to
be overcome by this logic of development.
MAY 18, 1968

The Press

A Dithering

Leader

COMMENTATOR

EITHER the last meeting of the
Nnational
executive of the Bharatiya Kranti Dal nor the subsequent
statement by Mr Ajoy Mukherjee
provides a straight answer to the question whether the West Bengal BKD
will remain in the United Front. The
contradictions between Mr Mukherjee's public postures and private commitments have always been ba.ff1ing;
in the present situation he has been
able to import some additional confusion by ambivalence. All this may be
!part of a carefully thought-out plan of
which Mr Mukherjee may not be the
sole originator.
Perhaps the BKD
is trying not merely to bully those
who refuse to agree to its terms but
also to scare others who think without
the BKD the United Front cannot
hope to win in the mid-term poll.
Signs of fright are already there in
some of the UF parties; they would
like to retain the BKD in the UF at
any cost and have started remonstrating with those who would not. Whether all apologists of the BKD really
believe that the party will ultimately
remain in the UF is doubtful; but they
.~ do not want to lose an OIpportunity to
soften up partners with rigid attitudes
so that they may bargain better. The
resultant confusion has gladdened
most newspapers who are trying to sell
the opportunism of the BKD as loyalty to iprinciples. They are unhappy
that the BKD is still not formally out
of the UF and the much-wanted "third
force" still remains in gestation.
The Hindu thinks that in standing
by its decision to have no truck with
( the Communists the BKD has certainly made a contribution to the evolution of political groups on more
rational lines. The anti-Congress animus may have looked an end in itself
for a time, but men like Mr Charan
Singh, Mr Mahamaya Prasad Sinha,
and Mr Ajoy Mukherjee are too principled not to see the dangers of the
trap they were walking into. They
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are now in the unhappy position of made it plain that the BKD will be
seeing the dangers clearly, but not be- allowed to stay in the Frol1t only on
ing able to wean many of their follo- their terms. They have also made no
wers away from a further round of secret of their intention to haVe their
playing with the Communists. In the own Chief Minister should the Front
context of multiplicity of parties in be returned in a majority in the midIndia, it would help logical evolution term election. In the totality of the
of the democratic system, if opportu- political situation in the country the
nistic political marriages that do not BKD need not be driven to risky allistand a chance of hanging together for ances with elements that according to
long, still less providing efficient its own principles are undermining
government for the people, are ended the foundations of the country's
and more princiJpled alliances that can "hard-won freedom and the democrawork a worthwhile programme come tic structure of life and polity". It
about. It has been given to the BKD can instead call ulpon parties like the
to take the initiative on these lines. PSP to join in a genuinely democratic
Other democratic parties and groups oppositio~ front to the Congress if
of parties would do well to follow it that is what still actuates its policy
up, whatever the ~cial circumstances and action. Such elements are not
in each State may appear to be. One wanting in West Bengal.
Patriot is, however, very critical of
thing they cannot ignore is that conflicting ideologies, like those of the the BKD leadership and has accused
revolutionary Marxists and of those the party's national executive of rebelieving in democratic socialism or sorting to sophistry. The jpaper says
other such programIl!es, cannot be- that in view of Mr Mukherjee's declareconciled for long, and the damage ration that the national executive's
in the meantime to national interests mandate to the State units to sever
can become irreparable, as was proved connections with anti-secular, antiin West Bengal during the regime of democratic, and anti-national parties
could not apply to West Bengal bethe Marxist-dominated United Front.
Equally flattering is The Hindustan cause of the peculiar conditions in the
Times which holds that among the State it would seem that tl,le national
political parties and groups that have executive has in effect cancelled its
sprung up since the last general elec- decision and accepted the request of
tion, none aroused higher expectations the West Bengal unit without admitthan the Bharatiya Kranti Dal where ting that it has· done so. At the same
adherence to principle and concern time, the paper wonders if the national
for purity of [public life were concern- executive's resolution means that Mr
ed. The BKD national executive's Mukherjee has changed his opinion
resolution in April discouraging the and agreed to walk out of the United
party members from seeking power Front at a proper time. In its opinion
through political marriage of conve- both interpretations are probably true
nience and asking them to remain in the sense that the Dal would stay
in the United Front as long as it can.
. aloof from 'anti-secular, anti-democratic, and anti-national forces lent addi- do so on its own terms and walk out
tional substance to these expectations. of it the moment it finds that the other
Against this bacl\ground, the BKD's constituents of the Front are not willThe
'present ambivalenCe on the question ing to concede its demands.
of its West Bengal unit's relation with stand taken by the national executive
the United Front is disappointing. It is, therefore, not only hYlPocritical,
is no secret that the Front is dominat- but a means of blackmail. It is bound
ed by Communists, especially of the .to create misunderstanc1.i:ag between
pro-Peking variety. If in these cir- the Dal and its political allies and
cumstances the leadership of the Dal help reactionary efforts to split the
hesitates to withdraw its West Bengal United Front.
In a lengthy article in The Statesunit from the Front, it cannot avoid
man
Pran Chopra appears to deplore
the charge of expediency and <>iPporthat
Mr
Ajoy Mukherjee has not altunism. The Left Communists have
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ready left the UFo "The very special ed out. According to the corresponcircumstances
in West Bengal", dent, a tax collector calls on the lady,
Chopra says, do not require that and the fun starts. Asked about her
Mr Mukherjee should look for some total earnings over the year, Miss
special strategem to play upon the UF Lollobrigida smiles coyly and suggests
or find some plausible excuse for leav- maybe five thousand lire. The tax
ing it. They require, on the other official too smiles coyly and counters
hand, first and foremost, that those with the figure of 100 million lire.
who believe the CPI (M) or other Miss Lollobrigida relents marginally
Communists to be anti-national or and in the next round comes up to
anti-democratic should openly say so the level of 50,000 lire; the official
and act on what they say. There is now suggests 50 million lire. In the
no need for them to wait and see in next round, Miss Lollobrigida goes up
the meantime what concessions they a notch or two, the income-tax officer
can wrest from the Marxists or whom comes down a notch or two; finally,
the Marxists will be willing to accept after a long process of genteel higgleas leader of the UF should it win the haggle, a compromise figure is reached
elections. Time is not going to make perhaps around 10 million lire, and
Mr Mukherjee wiser. But his conti- the computation of tax liability follows.
nuing tragedy appears to be that The game is rt1Peated every year. The
where clear action based upon clear correspondent says that India's food
principles is called for, he allows him- . estimate represents a compromise betself to play a petty game of politick- ween the magnitude as obtained by
ing-possibly against his better judg- adding up the State Governments'
ment and instincts but certainly to his ifigures of production and the magniand West Bengal's considerable detri- tude suggested by the Union Ministry
ment. A principle of a kind may be of Food and Agriculture. The State
read by the charitable in the statement Governments have develOiPedthe habit
by Mr Mukherjee that the BKD would of owning up to relatively. low levels
remain in the UF so long as it did not of output as the onus of procuring
have to sacrifice its objectives and pro- from within the States if production is
grammes. This may appear to be a conceded to be high rests with them
fair combination of the desire to pre- and as they are equally eager to parserve the unity of the UF and the take of a share of the PL480 grain
objectives of the BKD. But in prac- imports. The Union Ministry, on the
tice. it will mean either disruption or other hand, is anxious to coax a higher
platitudes or a combination of both. figure of production from each State.
Chopra says no substantial and inter- In this battle, the Ministry is the losnally consistent set of policies, if they ing side; for the direct responsibility
are sincerely meant, can contain with- for processing the estimates of food
in their ambit two parties which are grains production lies with the State
All that the Union
as disparate as the CPI(M) and the Governments.
Ministry
of
Food
and Agriculture can
BKD are if these two mean what they
have been saying all along on substan- do at the subsequent stage is to try to
tial issues. Only slogans and !platitud- persuade the State Governments to rees can accommodate them both, or at vise upwards, in the Gina Lollobrileast a set of fragmented "objectives" gida fashion, some of the original estican, which each constituent in the mates. This becomes part of a complex of bargaining processes; someUF can then pursue as it sees fit.
times the Ministry succeeds, sometimes it is rebuffed. In the era of
Apocryphal?
The manner of estimating India's immorality through which the country
food production has reminded a spe- is at present passing, there is a price
cial correspondent of The Times of for everything; it is therefore hardly
India of a story-"lPerhaps
apocry- sUl1prisingthat the State Governments
phal, perhaps not" -about
how the would also exact a price for confessing
annual tax liability of the Italian film to a figure of foodgain prodution
star, Miss Gina Lollobrigida, is work- higher than what they had originally
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stated.
This price often takes the
form of higher procurement prices :
you raise the price, and we shall raise
our estimates of IProduction. Alternatively, the States demand an incentive or export bonus for their food
grains, or a higher allocation of funds
from the Union Govt. sources, before
the production estimates are agreed to
be jacked up. This confusion in production statistics suits certain peculiar
class interests. By claiming a lower
figure of Iproduction, the State Govern:
ments can wangle higher procurement
prices favouring the rich peasantry
who have hogged the marketable surplus of grains. At the same time, low
estimates of production serve those
who have developed a vested interest
in the import of PL 480 foodgrains
from the USA; it lessens the worry
of procurement, allows the Ministry
of Finance the use of extra-budgetary
resources, and provides comfort to
those who have a philosophical faith ~
in foreign subservience.
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Book' Review

Anatomy
K. N.

Of Violence

RAMACHANDRAN

WHEN

social dysfunctions lead to
revolution, violence assumes a
very signicant role in the social process. The role of violence has always
preoccupied the attention of all revolutionaries who strove for the radical
restructuring of society. It was alsO'
one of the principal concerns of the
late Martinique-born Negro rpsychiahist, Frantz Flanon. CommiHed to
the 'cause of revolution, Fanon during
his lifetime, apart from his professional
preoccupations also took part in the
Algerian revolutionary war.
His
understanding of the revolutionary process resulted in an explosive analysis~
of the content of revolution in the
cblonial world.
Fanon's theme is the specific issue
of decolonisation and the [providing of
a basic conceptual framework for development in ,the post-c010nial :world.
One of his fundamental assumptions
is that decolonisation, in the real sense
of the term, is always a violent phenomenon. It is a historical process'
where there is a need for a complete
"l;alling in question" of the colonial
situ.ation.
The issue could be
stated, Fanon says, in the following way:
"The last shall be
the first, the lfirst shall be last. Decolonisation is the putting into practice of this sentence." (P. 30) Use
of violence is imperative because the
grip of colonial tyranny completely
distorts the original environment and
dehumanises the sons of the soil.
Imperialism has, in short, polymeTized the social molecular structure to
suit its policy of plunder. Thus
Fanon does not believe as Marx did,
that imperialism could play a regenerative role in colonies.
In the colonies, the settlers and •
"natives" are totally OiPposed to each
other in terms of values, outlook and
~ The Wretched of the Earth,
London, Macgibbon and Kee, 1965,
Penguin, 1967.
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aims. And what
becomes evident
first, according to Fanon, in such a
sharply divided: society, is the fact of
"belonging or not belonging to a given
race or a given species". (p. 32) The
colonial world is a static world of
monuments for the conquerors and
whips for 'natives'. In this context,
what is truth and good? Fanon asserts "Truth is that which hurries on
the break-up of the colonial regime;
.. and good is quite simply what is
evil for them." (!p. 40)
"Exhibitionist"
Thus the need for violence is supported by native-settler relationship.
Fanon provides a psychological insight into the problem. He avers
that both the settler and the native
have antagonistic responses to each
other. The settler, the imperialist,
has the compulsive need to show that
he is the master, since he is a minority in an alien land. HenCe he is an
"exhiqitionist". He employs violence
repeatedly to impress on the natives
his dominant position; to show that
he is the master and the rest are
slaves. Since irnrperialism is in control of the instruments of violence, he
makes a thorough job of his work.
Under such circumstances how does
the native vent his anger? In the
early period of colonialism, since no
coherent modern machinery existed
among the original inhabitants, the
anger of the people resulted)n bloodthirsty explosions among themselves.
Thus, according to the author "The
collective auto destruction in a very
concrete form is one of the ways in
which the natives' muscular tension
is set free". (p 43) One may say
that even the Boxer uprisings in China
which took !place during the period
of a severe encounter with the West
could be interpreted in psychological
terms as violent self-destructive explosions to set free the tensions (;aused
by the depradations of Western imperialism'. There are also other sublimated forms of letting off anger and
frustration by the subjugated peOlple
in a colonial situation. The cultural
revivalism in India during the British
rule could be interpreted in psychological terms, as sublimated expressions

of anger again'st the colonial regime.
Even the ridiculous clai~ of some
revivalists that the principles of aeronautics could be found in the ancient
Indian scriptures could be placed in
the same category. This is not to underplay the far-reaching significance
of the Marxian analysis of social systems. It may be said that psychological insights into specific problems such
as those provided by Fanon could be
taken, although with caution, as contributions to the developing Marxian
literature on social !p'sychology.
However, according to Fanon the
only way out of the colonial situation
and to genuine national liberation is
revolutionary violence. For, Fanon
says, "colonialism is not a thinking
machine .... It is violence in a natural
state and it will only yield when confronted with greater violence." '(p. 48)
Further, besides promoting cohesiveness in stratified colonial society and
breaking up the seemingly impenetrable barriers, violence, according to
Fanon, also serves to liberate the individual from the dehumanisation
caused by the imperial authority.
Hence the importance of violence in
the colonial motif.
Writing from his eJGperiencesof the
colonial world, Fanon analyses the
. role of the classes in an anti-colonial
revolution and expresses the view that
in colonial countries peasants alone
are the most revolutionary segment of
the population, for they have nothing
to lose and everything to gain. For
the peasants "colonisation and decoIonisation are only questions of relative strength" p. 48). Fanon writing in the sixties ascribes the same
importance to the peasants in a fully
colonial situation, [particularly in
Africa, as Mao Tse-tung did in the
colonial, semi-feudal China of the
thirties.
The Proletariat
Fanon's views on the proletariat in
a colonial society and their response
'to revolutionary war against imperialism, has raised a debate among socialists all over the world. He is of the
view that the "proletariat" -gen ~rally
the urban proletariat-is
a vested interest in the colonial society and it has
15
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deeds (p. 48).
These parties dis- mum opportunities for mass particieverything to lose by a revolution. For
regard the peasantry for the most pation. That is, the powers of such a
it belongs, t:elatively, to the "betterpart.
The real character of these, government should be vested in the
off" part of the pOlpulation. Under
villages and: the central authority
parties could be discerned only when
the benign shade of trade unionism
a violent revolutionary struggle breaks should be fully subject to rpressures
with its demand for better wages and
out.
When the mass movement from below. He is suspicious of a
houses, the proletariat grows into a
spreads and imperialism prefers a strong central authority because the
hothouse plant. The workers are alicompromise, these parties step in, possibility of such types of political
enated from the majority-that
is, the
Fanon forcefully argues, to effect a structures dgenerating into vulgar dicpoor rural folk. Their' closer expotatorships is ever present. There are
sure to the colonial culture distorts negotiated settlement,
The unified
These political forces also exploit other Iplitfalls too.
their vision and, instead of instilling
national
consciousness
which
will emthe mass movement to serve their
revolutionary consciousness; it deJPoiierge as a result of the revolutionary
class interests.
How?
As Fanon
ticalizes them to a great degree. And
says, they brandish the dangers aris- war according to Fanon's scenario,
invariably they do not play their
ing out of mass mobilisation and un- must traverse a careful course to renatural role, the role befitting a class
der some circumstances their strategy tain its purity. There is an urgent
supposed to possess the most advancneed to guard itself against the posed form of revolutionary consciousness works and the issues of independence
are sorted: out at the conference table. sible pollution of chauvinistic tendenamong the toilers. In consequence
Fanon, one could discern very loose- cies. Yet another affliction that may
commitment to the revolutionary ideal
befall the authorities is corruption and
drops low in their hierarchy of values. ly, aip:pliesthe Marxist analysis of the the consequent problem of mismaHence the future of the revolutionary character of the bourgeoisie in a. colo- nagement of the nation. To avoid
However, it should
ideal is in the hands of mobilised pea- nial situation.
also be kept in mind that his frame- these pitfalls the revolutionary rpmty
sants. The Maoists eXiP'fessedsimilar
work is not an orthodox Marxist ges- should be such that "for the people
views earlier. In fact, to borrow the
the party is not an authority but an
imagery of Benjamin Schwartz in a talt. He does not believe, as some organism through' which they as a
Marxists do, in certain fine points,
different context, Fanon is only entersuch as that there exists a progressive people exercise their authority and exing the door which Mao had opened.
,press their wil1." (p. 148) One may
section of the bourgeoisie who could
The role of the lumpen-proletariat
ask-is not a strong central authority
in the anti-colonial war is also scruti- be the allies of the revolutionaries. For a cardinal prerequisite for the purposnised by Fanon. If the revolutionaries him all bourgeois parties are qualita- es of political, social and economic
could draw it into their ranks, it would tively the same. He even excludes modernisation of the under-developed
be an asset to the cause. If this is tactical alliances with the parties of society? It may be true that strong
not done, Fanon warns, the colonial the bourgeoisie. There exists an central authorities in certain models of
authority would manipulate this class . antagonistic contradiction between the development tend to act as o,p:pressive
against the revolutionaries. Thus it is bourgeois parties andJ the revolution- instruments of the ruling classes, hOt
important to recruit this class of peo- aries. Hence Fanon exhorts.the revo- need one be suspicious of the role' of
Ip~efor the anti-colonial struggle. Here lutionaries: "The duty of those at central authcrity in a socialist model
again one finds the influence of Mao's the head of the movement is to have of development that the author has
thought on Fanon. Mao' has said that the masses behind them. Allegiance envisaged? In this context, one won-.
the lumpen-proletariat is a good force, ip'Iesupposs awareness and understandders why Fanon has not taken UtP for
if properly led. Only Fanon's histori- ing of the mission which has to be discussion the Maoist model of "demofulfilled; in short anirttellectual !posical context is a little different.
cratic centralism".
The role of political parties in the tion, however embryonic. We must
It is also necessary to point out that
colonial context is yet another impor- not voodoo the people, nor dissolve Fanon has often been accused by his
tant theme in Fanon's book. Fanon them in emotion and confusion. Only detractors, both Indian and foreign,
divides them into two groups, parties those under-developed countries led that he is an African racialist who has
of revolutioaaries and parties that are by revolutionary elites which have done more damage to the cause of
for compromise, that is negotiated come up from the peQP~e can today revolution than good. Such an accusettlement with imperialism, and it allow the entry of the masses upon the sation is a travesty of truth. For
goes without saying that the author is scene of history." (p. 157).
Fanon has said: "Racialism, hatred
rather harsh on the latter, and portand resentment cannot sustain a war
rays them as some kind of odalisques Form of Government
Fanon also offers a conceptual of liberation ... , It is true that emoin the colonial seraglio. National poliframework of government for the post- tional issues are introduced in the
tical parties in colonial countries are
revolutionary rpiCriod when national struggle, but hatred alone cannot draw
constituted generally by "intellectual
liberation has already become a hard up a programme." (p. III).
and commercial elites". They tend to
Jean-Paul Sartre, who has written a
fact. 'He advocates a decentralised
be reformist rather than revolutionary,
form of government providing maxi- remarkable introduction to the book,
often violent in words and not in
MAY 18, 1968
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exhorts his European readers in the
following words: "Europeans, you
must open the book and enter it.
After a few steps in the darkness you
will see strangers, gathered round a
fire; come close, and listen for they
are talking of the destiny they will
mete out to your trading centres and
to the hired soldiers who defend
them."
(p. 11)
It is true that
Fanon's ruthless analysis will send
cold shivers down the &pines of all
those who continue to entertain an
illusion of permanence for the politics
of exploitation. So far as non-Europeans are concerned, Fanon's book is
yet another stunning verbal manifestation of all their fears, hopes and aspirations. In the llinal analysis, the
boo~ is a drum-beat, a war-song, calling the OiPpressedpeople to rise from
the abysmal depths of degradation anq
to surge forward towards the goals
of human dignity and social .justice.
In its emotional intensity and revolutionary ardour, the book is likely to
remain unsurpassed for many years to
come.

Riseman and gradually a kind of relationship develops between the leader
and these tortured souls. The first half
of the film is promising enough and
the script has some penetrating glimpses into the character of the protagonists. The black bitterness of Aldrich
is always there and he has some sharp
comments to make about the futility
of war and the daily drudgery of the
soldiers' life. The title sequence has
been beautifully built up with bold
close-ups and some nervy cutting
where in the course of an inspection
parade, the characters are introduced
and the deftly-composed faces filling
the screen vividly bring out the agony
of their inhuman existence. The
world of the dirty dozen is also essentially a sordid world where jealousy,
mistrust and violence have free play
and in the beginning of the ifilm
Aldrich manages to evoke this atmosphere of squalor and dirt and' the
purifying process by which these halfanimals· are transformed into normal
human beings has also been made
quite valid thematically.
The film
should have stopped at this point,
but on the contrary its goes on to show
the actual operations of the sabotage
mission where it flounders hopelessly.
The wholly superfluous war scenes distract from the main issues and inject
an undesirable melodramatic element
into the film. The colourful explosion shots and' certain technical tricks
of the special effects department tend
to remoVe the film from the realm of
the stark realities of war and the
slovenly ending makes all the complexities of the theme thereby counterfeit.
The Corrupt Ones (directed by
James Hill) is also an excursion
into the rough and tough world of the
criminals in pursuit of hidden treasures
in Macao. This is just a straight
advel!ture story with nothing to recommend about it except some really remarkable colour photography. Here
the human madness finds an outlet in
various methods of torture and a sickening
goldlust
motivates
every
action. The characterisation and plotconstruction, of course, do not matter
much here so long as knives flash,
pistols rattle and the night-club striptease goes on for ever.

a
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A Tough World
MRIGANKA SEKHAR RAY

R OBERT
Aldrich's
The Dirty
Dozen is set in the last years of
the second world war when a band of
twelve arch-criminals are chosen by
the Allied Powers to carry out the
sabotage work in the German occupied
arca of the French coast. They are
placed under the command of Major
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Ekti Stri Charitra
RUDRA

PRASAD SEN

GUPTA

pAVLOV
Institute Natya Sangstha is well known in spite of its
rather limited approach to dramatic
themes. Its plays are always psychologically oriented with a view to exploring various problems in man's inner world. Its latest drama Ekti Stri
Charitra, deals with the' unhappy
marriages and neuroses in our society.
Chitrita, the heroine, is married to a
poet, Sukdeb, who is not satisfied with
her warmth. Dr Shame treats her for
her migraine and coldness, Kamalesh,
the artist, and Anukh Singh, the office
boss of Chitrita, are her ardent admirers. Aditya, the dramatist, reads out
the story from Dr Shame's diary
(which Shame handed over to him before committing suicide) to a psycho- .
199ist, Banikantha. They try· to solve
the mystery of Chitrita's character by
consulting Pavlov and Freud. Through
the pages of their books Pavlov and
Freud appear on the stage and actually [participate in the drama.
In
Freud's opinion, it is women's innate
inferiority and consequent unconscious
male-envy along with father-fixation
that are at the r09t of unhappy
marriages and neuroses. Pavlov, on
the other hand, believes that the socially inferior !position of women
in male-dominated society, where aliehation prevails, is the root cause of all
evil.
Though the drama is a thesis-play,
it does not degenerate into a lifeless
case-history as is usual with' most
thesis-plays. Dr Dhiren Ganguly has
a confident eye for the dramatic ; so
'he does not fail to render his thes'.s
into an effective drama.
/
The first impression that one gathers
from the performance of Ekti Stri
Charitra is the sincerity of the troupe.
Yet sincerity alone cannot always
guarantee flawless art. And flaws
there are in plenty in this production. The make-up scheme, for examiP1e, is utterly old-fashioned; the
excessive use of strong colours and
lines contrasts unhappily with the restrained and well-1planned choice of
17
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costumes and the extremely unadorned and simplified decor worked out
in keeping with the stark mood of the
theme. Kaniska Sen's idea of zonal
lighting is theoretically flawless; zonal
lighting has a special advantage in
such a !play like this, where the flashback method has been used throughout. But unfortunately the light director and the acting comp:any fail to
synchronize their business owing to
lack of rehearsal, leaving a number
of irritating gaps now and again. The
man who plays the role of Adityanarayan (I don't know his name since
he was a duplicate) does a remarkable
job with his natural tendency to underplay. Dhiren Gupta's Banikantha
and Gurudas Laskar's Sukdeb are
quite cOl11jpetent. Sabita Mukherjee's
performance is commendable only in
patches.
But Santosh Bose's Dr
Shome is altogether bad because of
a defective delivery and too many
grins.

Humour

From Bengal

BY AN ART CRITIC
view at the West Gallery of
the Academy of Fine Arts,
Cathedral Road, last week, was the
West Bengal Cartoons Exhibition.
This was the second of its kind.
in the city. Apart from a panel
from the Soviet Union, all were
by cartoonists from West Bengal. The
subjects are varied but some political
cartoons date a bit. Bengal has her own
brand of humour and that was evident throughout this exhibition, where
most of the pieces were interesting.
However, one must admit that a few
were based: on stale jokes, like the
one in w'hich there is a pun on the
word "figure" -accounts
and human.
Of the exhibits, although Rebati
Bhusan is not at his best, he is good.
Amal has a number of witty pieces.
Bizi has a knack of making a caption
superfluous, definitely a quality. Omio
is quite enjoyable and Samarjit has a
distinctive aP!PIoach.
It is a pity that the works of two
important cartoonists of Bengal were
missing from this collection.

Joint Exhibition
Vijayadevi Hiremath and AnandaChakravorti exhibited jointly at
the Northern Hall of the Academy of
Fine Arts, Cathedral Road, Calcutta.
Mrs Hiremath works in batik and
she has a medium, not for the decoration of attire, but for pictJ.lres. They
are imaginative, colourful and remarkably well executed. Most of her work
is well thought out and planned, but
not self-conscious. They show that
she can choose and reject her forms
and colours with discretion, and manifest a lyrical quality that is spontaneous. Some are pleasantly decorative, while others are tense with emotion. "The Stroll" is a vibrating piece
in which one can almost hear the
patter of raindrops on lotus leaves.
Anandarup Chakraborti is thirteen.
Considering his age, he has a lot to
say. Of course he has the disadvantage
of being of that awkward age when he
has ceased to think as a boy and has
not quite begun to feel like a man.
But, considering his years, he is
mature, and some of his works, like
"Midnight Dream" tell us that he has
promised and we expect him to arrive.
fUp
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Letters

Reactions
We do not concur with Mr Subodh
Rai Choudhury's
view (April 27,
1968) that your journal is ever tame
and we think that it will not be tame
either. We do not want it to indulge
in left phrase-moagering I.and petty
bourgois romantic adventurist views
either. We demand from it forthright,
realistic opinions based on accurate
and scientific analyses of the changing
socio-economic-political alignments of
class forces in India.
We do not agree with another reader's opinion appearing on the same
page, that Charan Gupta "sometimes"
(italics ours ) "seems" to betray a
lack of political understanding. As
evidence (if any is needed at all) we
draw the reader's attention to the last
three paragraphs of his diary appear-

ing in that issue. We are glad to find
that he uses no kid gloves.
The most interesting and thoughtprovoking letter was of course Probodh Chandra Dutta's. His apt. referenCe to Engels' letter to Turati
deserves more than superficial consideration. The role of the "Progressive United Front" in the situation now
prevailing in West Bengal is uncertain,
to say the least. After reading this
letter one cannot take shelter behind
subjective opportunism, wailing, "we ...
were not warned in time".
BABARALlM. SYED
G. K. G. JOSHI
VADAPADA,Broach

Exams
Emboidened by the example set up
by Jadavpur University, Dr Satyen
Sen continues to oppose the demand
of the students that Part I and Part
II examinations be deferred at least
by a week. Throughout the last academic year there was continuous disruption of studies, owing to political
movements; the turmoil was too much
for the students and at the fag end of
the academic year, they found that
much of the syllabus was unfinished.
Moreover, the test was held in March
and April this year instead of
at the end of last year. But in
&pite of all this, Dr Sen has even
warned the students that the university
would n(l)t budge from its decision to
hold the examinations on time, if need
be, with PQlice aid. He has had a
clandestine meeting with some reactionary
student
organisations
to
tackle any movement launched by the
struggling stu~ents.
. RA]IB RAY
Calcutta
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